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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with semi-supervised classifier training for auto-
matic Dialog Acts (DAs) recognition. In our previous works,we
have designed a dialog act recognition system for reservation ap-
plications in the Czech language. In this work, we propose tore-
train this system on another corpus, for another task (broadcast news
speech), in a different language (French) and with another set of dia-
log acts. This is realized using a semi-supervised approachbased on
the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. We show that, in the
proposed experimental setup, the use of confidence measuresto fil-
ter out incorrectly recognized dialog acts is required to improve the
results. Two confidence measures are thus proposed and evaluated
on the French broadcast news corpus. Experimental results confirm
the interest of this approach for the task of training automatic dialog
act classifiers.

Index Terms— Confidence measure, expectation maximization,
dialog act, semi-supervised training

1. INTRODUCTION

This work deals with automatic recognition of dialog acts, such as
questions, statements, agreements, backchannels, etc. The system
developed was previously evaluated on a Czech corpus, with alim-
ited set composed of four DAs [1, 2]. In this work, we validateour
approach on another corpus, another language (French) and with a
larger set of DAs.

One of the main issue in the domain of automatic dialog acts
recognition concerns the lack of training data and the design of a
fast and cheap method to label new corpora. We propose to apply the
general semi-supervised training approach based on the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm to the task of labeling a new corpus with
pre-defined DAs. We further propose to filter out the examplesthat
might be incorrect by two confidence measures. Experimentalre-
sults show that the proposed method is an efficient approach to create
new dialog act corpora at low costs.

The following section presents a short review of semi-automatic
labeling approaches. Section 3 describes the first stage of corpus
preparation, while section 4 presents the semi-automatic training
algorithm. Section 5 evaluates the approach on a French broadcast
news database. In the last section, we discuss the results and we
propose some future research directions.

2. SHORT REVIEW OF SEMI-AUTOMATIC DIALOG ACT
LABELING APPROACHES

Semi-supervised training procedures aim at improving classifiers by
retraining them on large and unlabeled corpora, as shown in [3]. The
most common method to achieve this is based on the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm for maximum likelihood estimationprob-
lems with incomplete data [4]. Basically, this process iteratively in-
fers the unknown labels and retrains the classifier with these new
labels.

EM for automatic DA labeling is used for example in [5]. Venka-
taraman further shows in [6] that prosodic features (duration, energy
and pitch) can reduce the tagging error rate in the labeling process.
Prosodic features, especially the duration of pauses between consec-
utive words, is used in [7] to improve the performance of speech
segmentation into DAs.

An unsupervised approach is also shown in [8], where a set of
superficial features is used to classify utterances into DAs. This
set contains features that can be extracted automatically from the
corpus, such as the presence or absence ofwh-wordsandquestion
marks. Every DA is then characterized from these features: for in-
stance,why questionsare defined by awh-wordat the initial position
of an utterance, andyes/no questionscontain a finite verb at the first
position and a subject at the second position. Unsupervisedclassifi-
cation is carried out by maximizing theposteriorprobability. With
this method, no manual labeling is required, but it may be difficult
to be used with any kinds of application and DAs sets.

3. CORPUS PREPARATION

This work makes use of part of the ESTER corpus [9], which con-
tains transcribed French broadcast news speech. The chosenset of
dialog acts is based on the Discourse Annotation and Markup Sys-
tem of Labeling (DAMSL) tag-set [10], where 42 dialog acts classes
are defined. This list is usually reduced for recognition into a much
smaller number of broad classes, depending on the application and
available corpus.

Our initial DAs set contained 24 DAs that occur in the ESTER
corpus, including a “radio specific DA”, which represents statements
specific to the radio application, such as: “France Inter, ilest 5
heures” (France Inter, it’s 5 o’clock). This set is further reduced
down to 7 classes, by grouping together some classes that have very
few observations (e.g. accepts and agreements).

Two subsets, composed of 12 radio emissions each, are first se-
lected randomly and manually segmented and labeled with DAs: the
first set is the initial manual training set, and the second set is used
for testing. Their composition is shown in table 1.



No. Clustered DA Type Tag Training Test.
Man. Init. Man.

1. Statements s 251 251 609
2. Yes/No question qy 24 24 27
3. Other questions q 39 527 72
4. Dialog delimitations oc 55 446 23
5. Agreements a 44 65 34
6. Backchannel-hesitations h 46 148 71
7. Radio specific DAs g 130 191 93

Tot. All DAs 589 1652 929

Table 1. Structure of initial corpus for semi-automatic labeling.

The 1652 DAs in the initial training corpus consists of 589 DAs
labeled manually plus 1063 DAs labeled automatically usingrules.
These rules are defined manually, based on general properties of the
French language. Examples of rules are: every utterance starting
with “est-ce que” is anyes/no question; or every utterance start-
ing with a wh-word (such as “comment”, “combien”, ..) is awhy-
question, etc. The unlabeled part of corpus is composed of 5230
utterances.

4. SEMI-AUTOMATIC CORPUS LABELING
APPROACHES

We describe next respectively our dialog act models, the semi-super-
vised training algorithm and the proposed confidence measures used
to filter out the ambiguous training examples.

4.1. Dialog acts modeling

Each dialog act is represented by a unique state in the ergodic HMM
shown in figure 1. Each state computes the observation log-likelihood
from a unigram model described in equation 1.

P (w1, · · · , wT |C) =
T

Y

i=1

P (wi|C) (1)

whereC encodes the dialog act class andwi represents theith word
of the current utterance.

Transition between states encode transition probabilities between
subsequent dialog acts. In the following experiments, these transi-
tions are set equiprobably between every DA-pair, with a loop prob-
ability that models the average duration of all DAs on the training
corpus.

Unlike our previous works in automatic DA recognition, prosodic
information is not included in the feature vector: DA modelsexploit
lexical features only. This choice has been made to simplifyas much
as possible the models and parametrization domain to be usedin the
EM procedure. Furthermore, because of the small size of the ini-
tial corpus, only unigram statistics are computed. Obviously, once
a larger part of the corpus has been semi-automatically labeled, this
simplified framework can be advantageously replaced by morecom-
plex models, with prosodic features and longer temporal dependen-
cies for example. But the most critical part of the corpus creation
process is certainly just after initialization, which is the focus of this
work.

DA3

DA1

DAN DA2

Fig. 1. Dialog act model: each node of the ergodic HMM represents
one DA class.

4.2. Semi-supervised training

A small initial corpus is manually segmented and labeled with the
dialog acts listed in table 1. The rest of the corpus is not initially
segmented nor annotated with dialog acts. On this part of thecor-
pus, we consider that the labels (the DA classes) are instances of an
hidden random variableC. This variable is estimated by the classical
Expectation-Maximization algorithm, as follows:

1. Initialization: letD0 be the small initial training corpus man-
ually labeled, andΩ be the complete corpus (labeled or not);
let t = 0;

2. The classifier is trained onDt;

3. The DAs of the unlabeled corpusΩ − Dt are infered (and
segmented) by the current classifier;

4. For each recognized DA, a confidence measure is computed
to assess its reliability; letMt be the most reliable DAs;

5. The most reliable examples are included into the trainingcor-
pus:Dt+1 = Dt ∪Mt;

6. t is incremented, and the procedure is iterated from step 2
until a given number of iterations is reached.

4.3. Dialog act recognition

The performance of the classifier is evaluated at each iteration on
the test corpus, which has been manually segmented and labeled.
Recognition is realized with the ergodic HMM of figure 1 and the
Viterbi algorithm, which outputs both the DA labels and their tempo-
ral limits. Recognition rate is computed for each word by comparing
the recognized and correct labels.

4.4. Confidence measure

Like many confidence measures used in speech recognition [11], our
first confidence measure for DA recognition is an estimate of the
a posteriori class probability. The output of our lexical classifier
is P (W |C), whereC is the dialog act class andW is the words
sequence in the DA. The likelihoodsP (W |C) are normalized to
compute thea posterioriclass probabilities:

P (C|W ) =
P (W |C).P (C)

P

D∈DA P (W |D).P (D)
(2)



DA is the set of all DAs andP (C) is theprior probability of the DA
classC.

In the first version of our training algorithm, calledmaximum a
posteriori probabilitymethod, only the DAŝC so that

Ĉ = arg max
C

(P (C|W )) (3)

P (Ĉ|W ) > T (4)

are included into the training corpus.
In the second version, calleda posteriori probability difference

method, the difference between thebesthypothesis and thesecond
bestone is computed by the following equation:

P∆ = P (Ĉ|W ) − max
C 6=Ĉ

(P (C|W )) (5)

Only the DAs withP∆ > T are included into the training corpus.
This second approach aims at identifying the DAs that “dominate”
all the other candidates, which is not always well captured by the
first measure.

T is in the both cases an acceptation threshold and its optimal
value is found experimentally.

5. EXPERIMENTS

In the following experiments, the unigram probabilitiesP (wi|C)
with less than 6 examples in the training corpus are smoothedto the
class-independent backoffprior P (wi). Furthermore, all DApriors
are set equiprobable, because the training corpus is generated partly
from hand-crafted rules that bias the estimates of thesepriors.

5.1. Maximum a posteriori probability

Figure 2 plots the DA recognition rate on the manually labeled test
corpus, with the maximuma posterioriprobability method, in func-
tion of the number of EM iterations and for different values of T .
The results obtained without any confidence measure (or equiva-
lently for T = 0) are also shown with the label “EM”. We can note
that the performance of this EM-only curve degrades, which justifies
the use of confidence measures to filter out incorrectly recognized
DAs.

After three iterations, the recognition rate tends to stabilize, with
a maximum at 80 % for threshold 0.999 and at the third iteration. The
improvement due to our semi-supervised training algorithmrepre-
sents a decrease of 30 % of the recognition errors. The evolution of
the size of the training corpus is shown in figure 3.

Table 2 shows the recognition rate per DA at different iterations
with T = 0.999. One can observe that most of DA rates increase.
Only the score of “yes/no questions” is decreasing , which isproba-
bly due to the lack of training data for this class in the initial manual
corpus.

5.2. A posteriori probability difference

The DA recognition rate in function of the number of EM iterations
is shown in figure 4. The corresponding corpus sizes are shownin
figure 5.

The results stabilize after the seventh iteration, with a maximum
of 78 % for threshold 0.9995: this represents a decrease of 27% of
the recognition errors.

Because of the very high absolute values of the thresholds re-
tained, the difference between the Maximuma posterioriprobabil-
ity and theA posterioriprobability difference methods is not very
important.
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Fig. 2. Performance of the maximuma posteriori probability
method: the X-axis represents the number of EM iterations and the
Y-axis plots the DA recognition rate.
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Fig. 3. Performance of the maximuma posteriori probability
method: the X-axis represents the number of EM iterations and the
Y-axis plots the DA corpus size.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this work is to instantiate the general EM
procedure to the task of creating new semi-supervised corpora la-
beled with different sets of dialog acts and in different languages at
a low cost. We show that confidence measures are required to filter
out incorrect examples, and we evaluate two such measures onthis
task. Furthermore, we describe how our dialog act recognition sys-
tem, which was previously developed for a Czech reservationappli-
cation, can be retrained and successfully adapted to a new language
(French), a new type of corpus (broadcast news) and a different set
of dialog acts.

The perspectives of this work are numerous, including the eval-
uation of the method on corpora that are not transcribed in words
(which requires to pre-process the signal with an automaticspeech
transcription system), the use of more complex dialog act models
(for instance with prosody and dialog grammars), the development
of better confidence measures and initial dialog act rules and the use



Recognition rate in [%]
Iter. s qy q oc a h g glob.
0 72.4 70.3 62.9 66.1 51.4 100 41.6 70.6
1 76.4 58.6 62.9 66.1 51.4 100 42.7 73.7
2 81.8 58.0 62.5 66.1 65.3 100 45.7 78.6
3 83.8 52.3 65.5 66.1 65.3 100 41.0 80.0
4 82.6 51.1 66.5 66.1 62.5 100 43.1 79.1
5 81.9 47.1 68.2 66.1 62.5 100 43.1 78.4
6 81.8 51.1 68.2 66.1 62.5 100 43.1 78.5
7 81.8 46.8 68.2 66.1 62.5 100 43.1 78.4
8 82.2 46.8 68.8 66.1 62.5 100 43.1 78.7
9 81.9 46.8 68.8 66.1 62.5 100 43.1 78.5

Table 2. Performance of the maximuma posteriori probability
method: dialog acts recognition rate in % at different iterations with
probability threshold 0.999.
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Fig. 4. Performance of thea posteriori probability difference
method: The X-axis represents the number of EM iterations and the
Y-axis plots the DA recognition rate.

of more advanced filtering strategies such as in active learning.
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